


The database and the experiment method are described in
section2. The results are given in section 3. Finally, Section 4
contains the conclusion of this experiment.

2. Experiment Method

This section describes the design of corpus and collection of
data, the analysis of data and extraction of prosodic parameters
for a contrastive analysis between German learners and native
speakers of Mandarin, and the evaluation of data.

2.1. Corpus Design and Data Collection

The data used in this experiment consist of recordings from Ger-
man students of Chinese Studies at the East Asia Seminar of
Free University Berlin (FUB) and native speakers of Mandarin
by iFlyTek company, Hefei, China. The data was recorded with
a sampling frequency of 16 kHz and a resolution of 16 bit. In
addition to the regular three-hour classes of Mandarin language
training, the German students had attended a weekly tutorial of
two hours as additional training. About one half of the tutorial
was dedicated to phonetic, the other half to grammar and trans-
lation exercises. The phonetic exercises comprised discrimi-
nation, identification and imitation of mono- and disyllables,
contrastive exercises with minimal pairs of differing initials or
finals as well as reading from the text book, constantly moni-
tored and corrected by the teacher.

The data collected from German students of Mandarin at
FUB consist of two parts:
The first part of German data (henceforth “DE1”) is the same
corpus used in the first experiments [3][7][8]. The corpus con-
sisted of 54 tokens. One half of these had been produced by
a female native speaker and was imitated by the subjects (imi-
tation mode). The other half was provided in Pinyin transcrip-
tion and read aloud (reading mode). Each part contained eight
mono-syllabic and 19 di-syllabic words. The corpus were pro-
duced by 19 first-year students (eight male and 11 female). At
the time of the recording they had completed 12 weeks of Man-
darin language training.
The second part of German data (henceforth “DE2”) con-
sists of 62 sentences, 22 sentences for the first- (henceforth
“DE2 Y1”) and 20 sentences each for the second- (henceforth
“DE2 Y2”) and third-year (henceforth “DE2Y3”) German stu-
dents.The sentences presented to each group were chosen from
six different types: declarative sentences, polar questions (yes-
no-questions), constituent questions (wh-questions), rhetorical
questions, imperative and exclamatory sentences. They con-
tained both monosyllabic and disyllabic words, with a minimum
of two and a maximum of 14 syllables. Furthermore, half of the
sentences presented to each group were the same for all three
groups. The sentences were provided in Chinese character and
read aloud (reading mode). They were produced by ten first-
year students (two male and eight female), three second-year
students (one male and two female), and eight third-year stu-
dents (two male and six female). At the time of recording they
had completed 12 weeks, 36 weeks, and 60 weeks of Mandarin
language training, respectively. The second part of German data
was recorded after about one year from recording the first part.

We also collected data from the native speakers of Man-
darin (henceforth “CN”) by iFlyTek company, Hefei, China.
Every native speaker of Mandarin read all 62 sentences which
were used inDE2. The sentences were produced by 20 native
speakers (ten male and ten female).

2.2. Data Analysis and Data Evaluation

In order to compare the prosodic properties for German learners
and native speakers of Mandarin we calculated the rhythmic and
intonational features of the Mandarin tones on the syllable level.
Therefore, the data was labeled automatically on the syllable
and phone-levels using the ASR system in a forced alignment
mode. The ASR system provided also the posterior probabil-
ities for tones and phonemes. The F0 contour was calculated
using thePraat [9] algorithm with a step of 10ms and different
standard settings of the minimum and maximum parameters of
F0 for male (100 and 350 Hz) and (120 and 450 Hz) for female
speakers.

The F0 contour reflects the Mandarin tone (see Figure 1).
However, the task is much more difficult due to variations in
speaker and style and most importantly, tonal coarticulation.
In order to reduce the variation of the speaker’s F0 range the
F0 was normalized. The most commonly used F0 normaliza-
tion method is the mean normalization, which is implemented
as follows:

F0ì = F0i − F0 (1)

whereF0i andF0ì is the F0 value before and after normaliza-
tion andF0 is the average F0 value of the person to be normal-
ized.

Theminimum, maximum, mean, standard deviation, slope,
and range of the normalized F0 subcontour of tones were calcu-
lated. The slope of F0 was estimated from the start and end of
F0 subcontour (in Hz) and the start and end time of syllable (in
second) as follows:

F0slope =
F0end − F0start

tend − tstart

(2)

The collected data was annotated and processed by differ-
ent means:
(1) Expert (German teacher of Mandarin): The expert listened
to the data several times and wrote down what she had perceived
using Pinyin.
(2) Five native speakers of Mandarin by the iFlyTek company,
Hefei, China (henceforth “native speakers 1”) and five native
speakers of Mandarin by the School of Foreign Languages,
Tongji University, Shanghai, China (henceforth “native speak-
ers 2”): The native speakers 1 and native speakers 2 (henceforth
“native speakers”) were between 20 and 30 years of age. They
were presented with the data only twice. The first time, they
were requested to write down what they had perceived using
Pinyin without prior knowledge of the intended target. The sec-
ond time, they were presented with the original data and had to
rate intelligibility and strength of foreign accent on a scale from
1 to 5, five being the best score, that is, native-like competence.
Henceforth, we refer to both expert and native speakers (listen-
ers) of Mandarin as human judges. The human judges annotate
only the data of German students.
(3) An ASR system: The ASR system which is part of an au-
tomated proficiency test of Mandarin [10] was used. The ASR
system processed both the German and Chinese data. The ASR
system used the original acoustic model trained on data from
native speakers of Mandarin.

3. Results
The syllable duration was calculated from the generated labels
by the ASR system in forced alignment mode and the tone pa-
rameters were calculated from the normalized F0 contour for
the contrastive analysis of Mandarin tones. The annotations






